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Tories trying to
deflect 12 years 
of ineptitude

PPARENTLY the free marketeers do not believe in a free market for
workers – especially those who have not had a pay rise for three years.
We have had a series of misleading statements from the Secretary of

State for Transport and Tory ministers and hangers-on. We are being lectured by
the most unethical and morally corrupt government for decades – if not centuries. 

Let’s nail a few lies. No drivers were furloughed under covid? Untrue in
virtually every open access operator and other parts of the industry. The
government subsidised the railway by £600 per household? It is not a subsidy to
run your infrastructure; whether private or public there would have still been
reduced footfall and no fares. And what about the £500 million made by the
companies whilst we were on zero pay increases and the money they will make
out of their current contracts and the dividends they will pay to their shareholders
at the expense of those who work for them?

Grant Shapps will not talk to the unions. We have to talk to the employers
who, in turn, tell us the Department for Transport will not let us talk without
preconditions! It’s Catch-22… And the man who, reluctantly and eventually,
condemned fire and rehire at P&O has now suggested using agency workers if rail
unions go on strike. What a hypocrite!

So they are going to change the law to target unions financially if we go on
strike. Every right-wing rag and fruit loop commentator is comparing our wages
to nurses and others. Good! They should have what we have! But let’s nail another
untruth. No one gave us anything; for the last 23 years we have propped up the
industry by giving flexibility to make it work, and sought recompense for that.

The other idea was that anyone who went on strike would not be allowed
to work overtime. Get real! Shapps quickly shut up about that when the
employers crapped themselves. The man who has put up fares and run truncated
timetables has the nerve to say we will make the railway unattractive? Too late,
mate, you are already doing that – whilst subsidising road and air and ignoring the
green agenda.

Some have said we are walking into a trap. I believe this was always going to
come to a head because this government has unfinished business with the
railways and will try to create a false class war to deflect attention from their own
twelve years of ineptitude running the economy. This is not about their poor
handling of the pandemic or Brexit but their poor handling of everything.

Levelling up has turned out to be a lie – especially in transport – and millions
are on the breadline with no hope of a home of their own. So they think we are an
easy target – that the politics of envy will divide and conquer – that other workers
will turn on us. But I know, from the genuine messages of support that I have
received, and from recent polls, that they are greatly mistaken.

Let’s nail one final lie. Modernisation. I laid out last month the areas that need
modernising. If modernising means productivity for the people we work for, so we
work for nothing to prop up their profits, then the answer is no. If it’s a return to a
form of indentured slavery, working additionally for nothing, then the answer is
no. Remember that these are the people who think walking time to do your job, so
that trains can be timetabled, is a perk!

Vote yes, vote strong, and we will be solid and send a message that we are
not divided but deserve greater respect than we are getting. How long before
verbal or physical abuse takes place because of the ill-considered actions of these
clowns? What, then, will the employers do to protect you under their duty of care
if that happens? Stand with each other for mutual protection, and workers
everywhere, because, despite the lies and the press, we are not the only sector
seeking fair pay and to protect terms, conditions and jobs. Please be safe…

yours in solidarity 
Mick Whelan, general secretary, ASLEF
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Grant Shapps: ‘A train driver is paid, on average, £59,000. A
nurse, £31,000. A care worker, £21,000.’ Yeah, good point.

Nurses and care workers should be paid far more.
David@Zero_4

Funny how ‘the country can’t afford it’ argument only applies
to trade union pay claims and not chief exec salaries. The Daily

Telegraphdescribes the RMT’s demands as ‘pretty outrageous’. The
RMT’s main demand is a pay rise in line with inflation.
@David_Osland

PM Johnson defends alcohol-fuelled Downing St leaving
parties and his ‘leadership duty’ to attend them. It’s a new line

– and new nonsense. I left the BBC after 25 years during lockdown.
There was never any question of a leaving party. We all knew it
would be against the rules. Andrew Neil @afneil

Partygate was probably the last, best opportunity to get rid of this
meandering, shallow, waste-of-a-majority Prime Minister.
We’re now probably stuck with him. A tragedy for the party and

the country. Sorry everyone. Tim Montgomerie @montie

Johnson: ‘To save me, you have to lose your job, but that’s a
sacrifice I’m willing to make’

NHS research fellow @MULcambridge

‘Conservatism consists of exactly one proposition, to wit: There
must be in-groups whom the law protects but does not bind,

alongside out-groups whom the law binds but does not protect’.
Frank Wilhoit @billybragg
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TWEETS OF THE MONTH

Stylish hand-crafted black soft napa leather billfold wallet with
two bank note compartments, slots for 11 credit or membership
cards, five multi-purpose compartments and a pouch
for your spare key. Embossed with the ASLEF logo
on the front. Price £15 (inc p&p). Visit our online
shop at www.aslef.org.uk

QUOTE…
‘Not a single rail worker furloughed – tell
that to drivers on Eurostar, DB Cargo,
and Hull Trains. Grant Shapps gets it
wrong. Again’ – AGS Simon Weller

…UNQUOTE

ASLEF in action
SLEF, on
Thursday 9
June,

announced seven
days of strikes by
drivers at three
companies: at Greater
Anglia on Thursday
23 June and Saturday
2 July; at Hull Trains
on Sunday 26 June;
and at Croydon
Tramlink on Tuesday
28 and Wednesday 29
June, and Wednesday
13 and Thursday 14
July. 

‘Strike action is
always the last resort
for this trade union,’
said Mick Whelan. ‘But
many of our
members have not
had a pay rise since
2019. We will fight to
maintain the pay,
terms & conditions,
and the pensions of
our members. The

train companies are
doing very well out of
Britain’s railways –
with handsome
profits, dividends for
shareholders, and big
salaries for managers
– and train drivers are
not going to work
longer for less.’

Nigel Gibson, lead
officer at Greater
Anglia, said: ‘We want
a pay rise, for the train
drivers who kept
people and goods
moving during the
pandemic, in line
with the cost of living,
so that we are not, in
real terms, worse off.’

Finn Brennan,
ASLEF’s organiser at
Tramlink, said: ‘Our
members returned an
incredible 99.2% “yes”
vote to strike on a
turnout of over 86%.
More than six months

after the end of our
last pay settlement,
and with the RPI rate
of inflation running at
over 11%, there has
still been no offer
from the company to
resolve this dispute.
Every day our
members are seeing
the price of their
necessities, from fuel
to food, go up, while
the real value of
wages has fallen
dramatically. Tram
and train drivers, like
other workers in
public transport, do a
difficult and
demanding job with
round the clock shifts
seven days a week.
We deserve fair pay –
and are determined
to fight for it.’

After lead officer
Nigel Roebuck made
progress in
negotiations on
Friday 17 June, Hull
Trains released a

statement: ‘We are
pleased to announce
that we have reached
an agreement with
ASLEF to call off their
planned strike on
Sunday 26 June and
continue meaningful
talks. We are keen to
reach an agreement
acceptable to both
sides.’ A referendum
on an offer from
ScotRail closes on
Friday 8 July.

We have
successfully
concluded pay deals
this year with DB
Cargo; Eurostar;
Freightliner Heavy
Haul; Freightliner
Intermodal; GB
Railfreight;

Merseyrail; MTR
Elizabeth line; and
PRE Metro
Operations. We also
have multi-year deals
already in place with
other companies.

But we have
balloted for industrial
action over pay at
those companies
which have proved
reluctant, so far, to
offer drivers a fair pay
rise. Ballots close on

Monday 11 July at
Arriva Rail London;
Chiltern Railways;
Great Western; LNER;
Northern Trains;
Southeastern;
TransPennine
Express; and West
Midlands Trains. 

And ballots close
on Wednesday 27
July at Avanti West
Coast; CrossCountry;
and Direct Rail
Services.

GS Mick Whelan, DO5
Nigel Gibson, and DO8
Finn Brennan recall
Part of the Unionby The
Strawbs: ‘And I always
get my way | If I strike
for higher pay’ 

A

Footfall nearly back to normal
GS Mick Whelan says that figures published last month by the
Department for Transport that reveal that passenger numbers on
Britain’s railways are nearly back to normal – back to pre-pandemic
levels – underlines why there is no need for rail workers to be
asked, effectively, to take a pay cut. ‘The latest DfT statistics show
that passenger numbers reached the milestone of 90% of pre-covid
levels on Thursday 19 May – and went up to 92% over the next
three days. That’s great news – not just for the railways, but for
Britain. But it blows the argument that “there is no money” right
out of the water. There is, now the railway is returning to normal,
because passengers are back and services are packed again.’

Don’t mourn – organise: Julian Vaughan
and Rob O’Connell with the Northern
Line North banner dedicated to the
memory of Andy Viner and Mick Turrell

THE TORiES – A pOOR
ExcUSE FOR A pARTy
ASLEF activists joined GS
Mick Whelan and AGS Simon
Weller on the TUC’s ‘Enough
is enough: we demand
better’ march from Portland
Place in central London to a
rally in Parliament Square on
Saturday 18 June. Frances
O’Grady, general secretary of
the TUC, told the crowd:
‘Working people have had
enough. Everything’s going
up except our wages.’

GS Mick Whelan sent a solidarity message to the RMT on strike: ‘We
wish you well in your fight for jobs and a realistic rail future.’
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pETER HENNESSy is a journalist – he
worked for The Times, Financial Times, and
The Economist – historian – he is Attlee
Professor of Contemporary British History at
Queen Mary, University of London – and,
arguably, the foremost authority on the
unwritten British constitution. A crossbench

peer who is, say friends, ‘a witty and erudite man who
touches nothing that he does not adorn’, he described Boris
Johnson on Broadcasting House on Radio 4 as ‘the great
debaser in modern times of decency in public and political
life, and of our constitutional conventions, our very system
of government.’ Adding, for clarity, that we are in ‘the most
severe constitutional crisis involving a Prime Minister that I
can remember. The Prime Minister has sealed his place in
British history as the first lawbreaker to occupy the
premiership, an office he has sullied like no other, turning it
into an adventure playground for one man’s narcissistic
vanity. Johnson has broken the law, misled Parliament, and
has, in effect, shredded the ministerial code, which is a
crucial part of the spinal cord of the constitution.’

KEViN MAGUiRE, in his Commons
Confidential column in the New Statesman,
reckons West Midlands mayor Andy Street
should get out a bit more. ‘His assertion that
the Conservative Party conference is the
biggest political event in Europe’ – in a
desperate bid to encourage Tories to register

for the Big Dog show in Birmingham in October – is, he says,
at variance with the truth. ‘Attendance at Tory conferences is
far lower than at Labour’s. The Durham Miners’ Gala, which
is likely to attract a six-figure crowd in July, is a political city
compared with the Tory village fete.’

ANDREW McNEiLLiE, editor of Archipelago,
an occasional magazine published by the
Clutag Press, reminds us in the current issue
that prophets – ‘their victories are either
Pyrrhic or posthumous’ – rarely find honour
in their own country. ‘Politicians don’t read
such writers as SiMONE WEiL. They can’t
afford to. They don’t even seem to read
history, when it comes to invading

Afghanistan. The demographic consequences of which now
form a lethal partnership with global warming. Politicians
are not philosophers. What on earth are they? Prisoners of
party, for one thing, captive to a sclerotic adversarial
system. It should be no surprise, perhaps, that only weeks
before her death, Simone Weil wrote a carefully reasoned
essay On the Abolition of All Political Parties.’

RAy BRADBURy took the title for his horror
novel Something Wicked This Way Comes
from a line – originally given by William
Shakespeare to one of the Three Witches – in
Macbeth. It came to mind, during the service
of thanksgiving to celebrate the platinum
jubilee of the Queen at St Paul’s Cathedral
on Friday 3 June, that it was somewhat – or

someone – wicked to make the Prime Minister, who offered
to give the New Testament reading, deliver that particular
passage – from Paul’s Epistle to the Philippians – especially
when he stumbled over ‘honourable’, a word with which, it
appears, he is not overly familiar…

Off the Rails

QUOTE…
‘I confess not opening my eyes
underwater. But so much we see is
wishful thinking…’ – 
Robert Minhinnick Bwt Hafn

…UNQUOTE

This ASLEF badge designed by clive Whiting,
ipswich branch, to show support for the
people of Ukraine, has raised £4,600 for the
humanitarian appeal to help victims of the
Russian invasion. ‘i have a few left,’ says
clive, ‘at £7 plus £1.50 p&p’ from
clivewhiting@hotmail.co.uk

Shameful and seedy
HRIS Patten,
Secretary of
State for the

Environment under
Margaret Thatcher,
Chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster
and Conservative
Party chair for John
Major, the 28th – and
last – governor of
Hong Kong from
1992 to 1997, a
European
Commissioner from
1999 to 2004, chair of
the BBC Trust from
2011 to 2014, and
Chancellor of Oxford
University since 2003,
is the embodiment of
the establishment
man. But this Tory
grandee, life peer,
and devout Catholic,
albeit regarded by
the hard right as ‘a bit
wet’, says he is
dismayed to see the
‘Johnson cult still
hanging on’.

He describes the
government as
‘shameful and seedy’
and tells The
Observer: ‘I’ve been
watching interviews

with ministers and
the titles alone are
depressing. Jacob
Rees-Mogg, Minister
for Brexit
Opportunities. If ever
there was a
contradiction in
terms, it is that. And
nobody should ever
see the words
“Nadine Dorries” and
“Culture Secretary” in
the same sentence.’

Adding, for good
measure, ‘In politics,
one has to make a
distinction between
people who are
doing things that are
wrong and people
who are trying to do
things that are right.
And Johnson is
terribly wrong. It is
hard to beat Dominic
Grieve’s description

of him as a moral
vacuum. We don’t
have a Conservative
government, but an
English Nationalist
Party which is
populist without –
fatally – being
popular.’

Lord Patten was the
architect of the
Tories’ election
victory in 1992,
predicated on the
idea that, post-
Thatcher, the party
should be ‘tolerant,
efficient, and
generous-spirited’

cONFERENcES & RALLiES
The 136th Durham Miners’ Gala is on Saturday 9 July. The Tolpuddle
Martyrs’ festival is from Friday 15 to Sunday 17 July at Tolpuddle, near
Dorchester, in Dorset. The Burston strike school rally is on Sunday 4
September. The 154th Trades Union Congress is at the Brighton
Centre from Sunday 11 to Wednesday 14 September. The Labour Party
conference is at the Arena & Convention Centre in Liverpool from
Saturday 24 to Wednesday 28 September.

500 CLUB: Guildford Electric branch, with number 087, won the June
draw, scooping the Retired Members’ Section jackpot of £538.

c

OpTiMiSTS, pESSiMiSTS, REALiSTS AND TRAiN DRiVERS...

I loved this!
Robert McMillan Wolverhampton RMS
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Stylish and practical
500ml vacuum insulated
drinks bottle. its double-
wall design keeps hot
beverages piping hot for
12 hours and cold drinks
ice-cool for 24 hours.
Made by Mood from high

quality 304 stainless steel, the
powder coated finish provides
durability and grip. Supplied with a
leak-proof screw-on lid. price £12
(inc p&p). Visit our online shop at
www.aslef.org.uk

QUOTE…
‘Tory donors have started
to lose faith in the
Johnson cult’ – Michael
Savage The Observer

…UNQUOTE

Music hall fell quiet
HEATHER WAUGH, a driver with Freightliner
intermodal, and a member of our Motherwell
branch, who was part of an ASLEF delegation,
which included Ec2 Jim Baxter, and John Mccue
and George Mitchell (both Glasgow branch),
reports from the 125th Scottish Trades Union

congress held at the Aberdeen Music Hall from Monday 25 to
Wednesday 27 April

Music: John McCue, Jim Baxter, George Mitchell, and Heather Waugh
HERE are some motions
that we feel proud to
move, there are some

that we are disappointed that we
have to move at all, but this is the
first time I have had to move a
motion that leaves me aching to
the core. On 12 August 2020, train
driver Brett McCullough,
conductor Donald Dinnie, and
passenger Chris Stuchbury, left
home to go to work, tragically
never to return.’

These were the words that
brought the STUC conference to
an eerie silence, as Jim Baxter
delivered a powerful, passionate,
and incredibly emotional speech,
demanding a public inquiry into
the Carmont rail crash. The
motion was passed unanimously.
It was a personal and poignant
moment for our trade union at a
conference where delegates from
more than 50 affiliated unions
met to debate and agree new
policy. Following a warm civic
welcome from the Lord Provost,
Barney Crockett, STUC president
Pat Rafferty of Unite reflected on

the past two years where the
world discovered that it wasn’t the
hedge fund managers who really
mattered, but ‘the cleaners, the
teachers, the postal workers, and
the transport workers’, adding,
‘there still appears to be one rule
for the rich and powerful, and
another for the rest of us’.

A wide range of motions was
debated, from wages and the cost
of living crisis, an economic
strategy for a just transition to net
zero, sexual harassment of
women, and workers’ rights
including fair work, and the fight
back against P&O Ferries.

John McCue rose on day one
to support the composite
covering public sector pay and
pensions, highlighting that
600,000 workers in Scotland are
employed in the public sector and
that ‘giving these workers a fair
pay rise isn’t just the right thing to
do, it is also good economics’.

ScotRail was at the centre of a
number of motions, with
acknowledgement given to
railworkers, and the part we

played throughout the pandemic.
Support was shown for the
Scottish government’s decision to
take ScotRail into public
ownership, and congress called
on the Scottish government to
reject cuts to services and ticket
offices.

The STUC general council was
asked to adopt the document A
Vision for Scotland’s Railways –
devised by rail unions – which
underlines the need to invest in
the railway to ensure wider
economic recovery (for every £1
spent on rail, £2.50 of income is
generated) as well as the
contribution Scotland’s railway
can make to ensuring climate
change targets are met.

Congress was addressed by the
First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon,
and the leader of the Scottish
Labour Party, Anas Sarwar. Both
expressed their support for P&O
workers with Ms Sturgeon
describing the actions of P&O as
‘disgusting’. Both called for
employment law to be devolved

to ensure it could never happen
again, with Mr Sarwar calling on
P&O to face prosecution.

One thing clear to me
following my first visit to congress
is that we, as train drivers, have
much for which to be thankful.
Our pay, terms, and conditions are
the result of union members
before us fighting to move us
from the low paid, unskilled
workers we were seen as when
my dad was a railwayman, to the
professionals we now are. As the
STUC slogan above congress
proclaims, ‘Proud of our past,
organising for the future’. Never
has it been clearer to me that
protecting that future is down to
each and every one of us.

T

THE SAMARiTANS cHARiTy TRAiNS
25,000 RAiL STAFF TO SAVE LiVES
The Samaritans have run 1,900 courses and
trained 25,000 rail staff to identify and help
vulnerable people since they set up a suicide
prevention programme with Network Rail in
2010. The charity also offers trauma support
training for drivers and driver managers to
help those who have suffered ‘a one under’.

you can’t start a fire without a spark
DO1 GRAHAM MORRiS
reports on a District 1 ULR
development forum he ran
with Emma penman, ASLEF
Education project and

development worker, at the iTF in
Borough on Wednesday 15 June

This was an opportunity for our union learning
representatives to come together – and most of
our TOCs were represented – and gain a greater
understanding of what learning opportunities
are now available. We used the International
Transport Federation offices in London for the
event and took the opportunity to get Deniz
Akdogan, ITF inland transport sections assistant
secretary, to address delegates on the activities
and structure of the ITF and ETF along with
some of the most recent events and campaigns.
The remainder of the day was spent on
presentations around union learning with
speakers from the Aim Group detailing their
work and how to access online and distance-

funded learning courses. Southeastern ULRs
Mick Burdess and Richard Daniels gave a
presentation about a learning education app
they have developed that provides a wealth of
information and will be a valuable tool for our
reps, including online registration for courses.
Emma gave an update on ASLEF’s commitment
to lifelong learning and the interaction between
reps, herself, and the district organiser, and
provided information on resources and providers
to assist the reps. We closed with a presentation
on mental health delivered by Southern/GX ULR
Adrian Watson.

‘Education is the most powerful weapon
which you can use to change the world’ –
Nelson Mandela
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QUOTE…
‘More than 40% of the
Parliamentary party
decided, really on their
own, to vote against him
[Boris Johnson]. This is
like driving along the M1
with two flat tyres’ – Lord
(William) Hague

…UNQUOTE

News

New branch in Somerset

Top table (left to right): Martin Dye CC; DO7 Steve Austin; Pete Bexley,
chair; Alan Crouch, secretary; and Andy Davey CC

ASLEF established a new branch, Yeovil Junction 280, on Wednesday 
1 June. Thank you to all who attended our first branch meeting – a really
good turnout with more than 50% of the depot turning up. The
meeting was opened by District 7 Organiser Steve Austin, who travelled
a long way to be with us, and opened proceedings with a talk about the
industry at the moment. We elected our chair, Pete Bexley, who then
took the floor for the election of all branch officials after which there
was a talk from company council on more local issues. After the
meeting was closed a very sociable evening was had by all!
Alan crouch yeovil Junction 280 branch secretary

Prosecco, Pimm’s
and Purple (T)rain
ASLEF’s Women’s Representatives’ Committee
held its inaugural women’s social on Thursday
9 June entitled ‘Pimms & Prosecco’ with
karaoke also provided. We decided to follow
the success of our colleagues on the LGBT+
committee with this event, and although this
year we held our event in London the plan is
to move it around the country to reach all our
female membership. 

It’s been well documented that women’s
engagement levels can be reduced due to
family commitments and this event was hit by
a series of our more familiar faces having to
pull out because of this. However, it was well-
attended with people travelling from Bedford
branch in the north and Bristol branch in the
west which shows the dedication and desire
for these events to take place. 

We had a variety of songs and singers with
our District 8 colleagues belting out Going
Underground by The Jam and District 7
Elizabeth line drivers singing Purple (T)rain by
Prince to name but two that stick in my
memory. 

All those who attended said how they
enjoyed the event and would definitely be
keen to attend again, so if you wanted to
attend but weren’t able to please keep an eye
out for further events going forward.
Liz cocks WRc District 6 rep

in war and peace
I took these pictures
when I visited the
new(ish) Railway
Industry Memorial for
railway workers at the
National Arboretum
at Alrewas in
Staffordshire. It reads:
‘In celebration of the

National insurance shortfall
Regarding Bro Andy Mayes’ letter (Journal, June) how can I
retire early and expect RPMI to make up the national
insurance shortfall, as Andy suggests? In my case, this
would amount to around £7,000. I know several people
who have or who are contemplating paying the shortfall
themselves. I contacted Railpen and, after a lengthy
conversation, they confirmed that they do not make up any
shortfall in NI payments, as Andy suggests, if someone
retires early. Bro Mike White (Journal, April) is quite correct
but this is not a widely known fact. Just shows how
confusing pensions can be! You can get an estimate for
your state pension at www.gov.uk/check-state-pension
ian Farnfield RMS Leicester 

Tim’s just shovelling the…
I read with interest the quote attributed to Tim Shoveller
regarding railway employees, government handouts, and
efficiencies. If his role at Network Rail, being one of many
highly paid (£320,000 plus benefits) managers, did not
exist; the reality is that tomorrow, next week, next month,
etc, the status quo would prevail regarding train services.
One fewer handout driver immediately impacts the service
and thus the safety level. The efficiencies, Mr Shoveller, are
clear; you and your like need to go, and we need to grow.
Carpe diem.
Wayne Larman Watford Junction

magnificent
achievements of the
railway family who
have served the
British Isles with great
distinction from
humble beginnings
in the 19th century
through to the

present day. 
‘We specially

remember and give
thanks for the many
thousands of railway

people who have
given their lives in
times of conflict or
peace.’
paul Speirs

RON BURTON
TRUE BR MAN

It is with great
sadness that I
share the
passing of my
dad at 92 years
young. A
railwayman all
his life, he
started on 1

March 1944 at 14 and worked his
way up, first to fireman, and then
driver. He was a Tyseley man, and
later moved to Saltley. Dad loved
the railway, it was always a major
part of his life, and he made many
lifelong friends. He had to take
early retirement in 1993 after 49
years’ service due to having a
pacemaker fitted – back then
pacemakers and electric trains
were considered not to be good
together! Thank you to all his
many friends and colleagues with
whom he enjoyed many years. A
true British Rail man. RIP Dad. 
Sue Vincent MBE (daughter) 

UK RAiL FARES 50 TiMES MORES
ExpENSiVE THAN iN GERMANy
Germany has introduced a new bargain
ticket to encourage passengers back onto
the railway, making it 50 times cheaper to
travel by rail in Germany than in the UK.
For nine euros (less than £8) you can buy a
whole month’s travel during June, July,
and August throughout the country on
trains, trams, and buses. ‘We’re
challenging Britain to do likewise,’ said ian
Brown, director of the campaign group
Railfuture. 

‘Deutsche Bahn has dramatically set
out to get passengers back onto public
transport. if an equivalent ticket were
available in this country, you could travel
from Dover to crewe for just £7.72.
instead it will cost you £387.80 – more
than fifty times more.’

Ron: fireman
and driver

STROUDWATER
ScARLET: GS
Mick Whelan
speaking at the
Labour Party
May Day rally in
Stroud.
Andy Gregg
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The Lighted Flame

We’re still as proud today    

SLEF’s industrial action actually
began in January and February with
a series of one-day strikes on

Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays, resulting in
17 days of stoppage in total, culminating in an
indefinite strike being called at 00:01 on
Sunday 4 July which ended at 23:59 on
Sunday 18 July.  

The primary reason for the industrial
dispute was the British Railways Board’s
insistence on the introduction of ‘flexible
rosters’ with a day length of seven to nine
hours, resulting in the abolition of the 8 hour
day. The 8 hour day – which JR Raynes
describes, in Engines and Men, his history of
ASLEF, as ‘the Society’s crowning achievement’
– was achieved in 1919 with the British Board
of Trade after much struggle with the private
railway companies which had scant regard for
the working conditions of their employees. 

The road to the dispute started with the
1980 pay settlement and the promise of a
one-hour reduction in the working week. How
this 39 hour week was to be implemented was
not agreed at the time. Flexible rostering was
number two on a list of 19 items the BRB
prepared at the time to be discussed – I stress,
discussed, not agreed – on productivity.
Further items included an easing of our
manning agreement and the introduction of
the train man concept.  

With the May 1981 pay claim the BRB

offered 7% which was rejected. A hearing with
Lord McCarthy at the Railway Staff National
Tribunal found in the union’s favour and
instructed an immediate 8% plus 3% payable
in November. 

That was rejected by the BRB, the first time
a decision at the RSNT had ever been rejected
by one of the parties involved. ASLEF, in
response, threatened strike action and in
August took the dispute to ACAS where a
settlement was reached on the 8% being paid
plus 3% in January 1982, backdated to
November 1981. 

‘There was a smear campaign against train
drivers, and this union, in the Tory press’

In a totally separate agreement at ACAS it
was agreed that ASLEF would discuss certain
aspects of productivity, flexible rostering
being one. It should be stressed that it was
‘agreed to discuss’, with no commitment made
to ‘reach agreement’.

But in late December 1981 as the BRB had
made no progress with ASLEF on flexible
rostering they informed us that they were not
prepared to honour the 3% pay increase
outstanding from the pay claim. That led to
the strikes in January and February after
which the BRB settled. It was agreed to take
the BRB claim for flexible rostering back to the

RSNT which, unsurprisingly, resulted in a
finding in the board’s favour. 

ASLEF rejected this decision, stating that
the rostering proposals were unworkable.
The BRB decided to implement flexible
rosters at selected depots in the hope that
they could divide the union and pick off the
depots one by one. When the executive
committee was informed of these plans they
immediately called for the indefinite
stoppage, which began on Sunday 4 July.

There was a smear campaign against train
drivers, this union, and the labour movement
in the Tory press and an increasingly hostile
BRB began dancing to the tune of the
Thatcher government which saw this as a
chance to begin its attack on the trade
unions.

The BRB sank to the lowest depths during
its pitiful negotiations when, on Thursday 15
July, encouraged by Thatcher and her cronies,
it stated its intention to close the entire
railway network from 00:01 on Wednesday 20
July and to formally dismiss all employees
still taking strike action. In response the
Trades Union Congress meet with ASLEF and
the other rail unions on Friday 16 and
Saturday 17 July and, despite expressing
‘grave concern’ at the threat of dismissal as
the ‘most serious departure from industrial
relations practices by a public corporation’,

Driver assessor MicK
HUMpRHyS, who is often
described as an ex-1A
driver, especially at 1A
reunions, and is chair of
our Euston branch, was
born to be a train driver –
because his father Dave,
grandfather George, and

great-grandfather Augustus all worked
on the railway. Here Mick marks the 40th
anniversary of the bitter all-out drivers’
strike from 4 to 18 July 1982

QUOTE…
‘ASLEF offered a sensible way out of the
problem but the Board, with the
government pushing them, were
adamant that they would have a strike,
and they got one. The Conservatives
are planning to break the spirit of
working people in this country’ –
Michael Foot Labour party leader
at the Durham Miners’ Gala

…UNQUOTE

A

Ray Buckton, who started on the railway as
an engine cleaner at 16, was ASLEF’s general
secretary 1970-1987 and (right) Derrick
Fullick, the ‘silver fox’, EC president in 1982,
later AGS 1987-1990, and GS 1990-1993

Tony Benn turned up to
support members at
King’s Cross station

The Wreckers: splash in
the Daily Expresson
Thursday 1 July 1982

There was nothing moving, in or out, at Longsight during the ‘82 strike 

‘
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The 1982 Strike

     as we were then

failed to offer ASLEF and us, the strikers, any
meaningful or constructive support. The TUC
went on to recommend that the BRB withdraw
its intention to close the railway network and
dismiss every employee after which the EC
instructed members to return to work
accepting the implementation of provisional
flexible rosters. 

The failure of the TUC to support a trade
union and its members taking legitimate
industrial action, and threatened with
dismissal, emboldened Thatcher and the
Conservative government to take on the
whole trade union movement – the miners
were next, in the strike of 1984-85 – bringing
in draconian anti-union laws which remain in
place to this day.

‘The strike call and industrial action were fully
supported by ASLEF members’

In the aftermath of the strike, the once
harmonious and pleasant atmosphere in mess
rooms could quickly change with a negative
attitude towards colleagues who, for their
own selfish reasons, had not supported the
strike; sometimes verbally but, more often
than not, with silence. Many such ‘colleagues’
had worked excessive overtime during the
period.

On the whole, however, the strike call and

industrial action were fully supported by the
vast majority of the ASLEF membership,
uniting young (as I can testify, being a 19-
year-old second man at the time) and old. As
for management, flexible rosters did not
produce anywhere near the improvement in
productivity they had hoped but, at many
depots, there was an erosion of the quality of
diagrams and work content. 

This rostering ‘blueprint’ did, though, come
to be the rostering format going forward and
is still used by many companies to this day.

As we mark the 40th anniversary of the
strike I know that the overwhelming majority
of all those involved are as proud today as
they were then to have supported their
colleagues and the Associated Society of
Locomotive Engineers & Firemen.

l Mick Humphrys, a second man
(driver’s assistant) at Euston during
the 1982 strike, has compiled a 32
page booklet about the dispute with
the help of Paul Edwards and the
late Phil Plaine of Brighton branch
and Cliff Holloway of Stratford RMS.   
If you would like a pdf please email
mhumphrys62@gmail.com

Response to the Express in a special
edition of the Locomotive Journal

The second and third special strike
editions of the Locomotive Journal –
now the ASLEF Journal – urging
members to stand firm

Buckton’s Boys: Dicky Fisher, now DO6,
sports a Status Quo patch on his denim
jacket. He has always claimed, ‘That badge
had absolutely nothing to do with an iconic
1970s rock band. It references maintaining
the status quo of an eight hour working
day.’ Down, down, deeper and down…

Think before
you scab: the
placard on a
picket line at
Stratford
featured on a
centre spread
in the
Morning Star
urging the
labour
movement to
support
ASLEF

Brian Corbett (later DO7), Tony Sawyer, Mark Wood,
Norman Trohear (ex-1B), Dick Wilkins, and Chris
Travers in a pair of fashionable flared trousers

Badge celebrating
the lighted flame
of ASLEF in 1982
(thanks to Alan
Pentney, Leicester
RMS, for the pic)
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Whistle Stop

HE Great Western Railway broad gauge,
having met its demise in 1892, is now
the stuff of legend. We have heard

about the Battle of the Styles in the 19th
century, between neo-Gothic and neo-Classical
architecture, but there was also a Battle of the
Gauges, between narrow and broad. The broad
gauge was 7ft ¼in whereas the standard gauge
was 4ft 8½in. 

All over the world there are, or were, different
gauges, many of them up to 7ft. It was believed,
by Victorian railway engineers, that a broader
gauge enabled higher speeds. Broad gauge was
also slightly safer, since in accidents the
carriages tended to stay upright. It was
inconvenient, though, when passengers and
goods had to switch from one gauge to another. 

The broad gauge locomotives, mainly
designed by Daniel Gooch (1816-1889), were
magnificent beasts, and they were immortalised
in JMW Turner’s impressionist painting Rain,
Steam and Speed: The Great Western Railway
(1844). There is, incidentally, a very
unsatisfactory moment in Mike Leigh’s film Mr
Turner, when we see what is supposed to be the
inspiration for the painting. An engine potters
along in a leisurely way. Alas, it is not a broad
gauge locomotive but a standard gauge loco, a
replica of Robert Stephenson’s 1830 Planet, old
hat and slow by 1844.

The excitement of the Turner painting and,
indeed, early railway travel, is brilliantly captured
by William Makepeace Thackeray in May
Gambols; or, Titmarsh on the Picture Galleries: ‘Mr
Turner…has out-prodigied almost all former
prodigies. He has made a picture with real rain,
behind which is real sunshine, and you expect a
rainbow every minute. Meanwhile, there comes
a train down upon you, really moving at the rate
of fifty miles an hour, and which the reader had
best make haste to see, lest it should dash out of
the picture, and be away up Charing Cross
through the wall opposite. 

‘All these wonders are performed with means
not less wonderful than the effects are. The rain,
in the astounding picture called Rain-Steam-
Speed, is composed of dabs of dirty putty
slapped on to the canvas with a trowel; the
sunshine scintillates out of very thick smeary

lumps of chrome yellow. The shadows are
produced by cool tones of crimson lake, and
quiet glazings of vermilion. 

‘Although the fire in the steam-engine looks
as if it were red, I am not prepared to say that it is
not painted with cobalt and pea-green. And as
for the manner in which the ‘Speed’ is done, of
that the less said the better – only it is a positive
fact that there is a steam-coach going fifty miles
an hour. The world has never seen anything like
this picture.’

A big brass boiler can be seen in the painting
– although Turner has taken some artistic license
in showing fire in front of the engine – which
was exhibited at the Royal Academy, then in the
National Gallery on Trafalgar Square, so if the
locomotive had left its frame and crashed
through the wall it would, indeed, have ended
up at Charing Cross. (Charing Cross station did
not, of course, exist in 1844 – it opened in 1864 –
and the Royal Academy moved to Burlington
House in 1867). 

‘The locomotives had splendid names, many
of them mythological’

The train is crossing Isambard Kingdom
Brunel’s brilliant elliptical bridge at Maidenhead
in Berkshire – although there are some
disconcerting cutwaters in the painting. The
locomotive is from the Firefly class and Inigo
Thomas, in a somewhat implausible and
abstruse article in the London Review of Books,
thinks it might be Orion – the hunter – as a hare
is running ahead of the train. The painting is all
very splendid, but if you want a more accurate
picture of the railways of the time you turn to
James Cooke Bourne (1814-1896). He shows the
Firefly class loco Acheron emerging from a
tunnel in 1846. They had an excellent turn of
speed – a Firefly travelled from Twyford to
Paddington in 37 minutes, averaging 50mph. 

In addition to the Turner painting, which
artists love, but railway buffs think indistinct,
there are many excellent photographs of the
locomotives, attesting to their appeal at the
time.  

When the GWR started running in 1838 the

first locos – such as Apollo, Bacchus, Vulcan,
Venus, Neptune, and North Star – built by Charles
Tayleur (1785-1854) were not particularly
efficient. The first GWR-designed engine called,
perhaps inevitably, The Great Western rolled out
of Swindon locomotive works in 1843 and there
was a considerable improvement when Daniel
Gooch started designing the Firefly class (a
replica of which can now be seen at Didcot
Railway Museum). 

The Iron Duke managed 78.2mph and The
Flying Dutchman express service to the West
Country – probably named not after the Richard
Wagner opera but the 1849 Derby winner –
broke records. The locomotives looked like
locomotives are supposed to look. Some locos
on the Bristol & Exeter Railway, designed by
James Pearson, had enormous driving wheels. 

The locomotives had splendid names, many
of them mythological, and the rich roll-call reads
like an extensive cultural history of the time. One
of Gooch’s locos was called Ixion – an
unfortunate name, I should have thought, since
he was punished by being bound to a wheel by
Zeus, and is described by Lord Byron, in the
dedication to his epic poem Don Juan, as
suffering ‘endless torments and perpetual
motion’ – although the perpetual motion is
arguably appropriate.

Perhaps Nemesis was not the most happy
name. Or the Ariadne class Tantalus, come to
that, if one was teased with the notion that the
train might be on time. Culture vultures will be
happy to learn that one of the Iron Duke class
locos was called Prometheus. Appropriately, it
exploded at Westbourne Park in 1862. Strange
that the Bogie class Theocritus (1854) should
take its name from a pastoral poet, when one
result of the railway age was industrialisation
and the destruction of pastoral possibilities.

BERNARD RicHARDS, who
was born and brought up at
Dudley, in the heart of the
industrial Black country, is
an emeritus fellow of
Brasenose college, Oxford,

where he was, for many years, a tutorial
fellow in English Language & Literature.
Here he fondly recalls some of the locos
that ran on Brunel’s broad gauge railway
from London to Bristol

The locomotives look like 
locos are supposed to look

T
1

2

4
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Further reading: The Broad Gauge Engines of the Great Western Railway by Brian
Arman (2018); Broad Gauge Railways by Tim Bryan (2018); Broad Gauge Engines by AH
Malan in the English Illustrated Magazine 9 (1891-92); Broad Gauge Finale by AH
Malan (1985 reprint);Broad Gauge Locomotives by Geoff Sheppard (2008); A. K. Steels
Great Western Broad Gauge Album by AK Steels (1972); The Great Western Broad
Gauge by Laurence Waters (1999). 

That’s really adding insult to injury. Just recall
that riff by John Ruskin on the way in which the
railway from Bakewell to Buxton ravaged a
valley ‘as divine as the Vale of Tempe’ where ‘you
might have seen the Gods…morning and
evening’ just so that it could transport fools.
There was an Iago – but no Othello, and a
Caliban (!) but no Prospero. The Iron Duke
commemorated the Duke of Wellington, a
national hero after Waterloo, and battles of the
Crimean War were also celebrated including
Alma, Balaclava, Crimea, Eupatoria, Inkermann,
Kertch and Sebastapol. 

Vivid invented names were there, too,
including Spitfire, Fire Ball, Fire King and Wild Fire.
There was also a series of names from the novels
of Sir Walter Scott, including Ivanhoe, Rob Roy,
Waverley, and Redgauntlet. One engine was
called Flirt. 

‘The writing was on the wall for broad gauge
as more mixed gauge lines were laid’

Incidentally, the first recorded trainspotter
was the 14-year-old anorak Fanny Johnson,
taking down the names of Great Western trains
at Westbourne Park Station in 1861. She could
get a whole classical education by noting
Euripides, Hesiod, Homer, Juvenal, Lucretius,
Sappho, Virgil, etc (all Bogie class). Incidentally,
you can find a complete list of names on the
excellent website List of GWR Broad Gauge
Locomotives. Henry Russell (Journal, February)
asks ‘What’s in a name?’ Quite a lot, I should have
thought. We have to be careful with the names,
though, since many were transferred when locos
were replaced, and sometimes the class of
locomotive takes its name from the first
example, as in the case of Firefly and Iron Duke,
and many locos were heavily modified during

their lifetimes. Indeed, some were so extensively
changed that we are faced with a modern
version of that famous philosophical topos The
Ship of Theseus. 

The writing was on the wall for broad gauge,
though, as more and more mixed gauge lines
were laid down. The last broad gauge
locomotive to be built was the Rover class
Tornado (July 1888) and the end came when the
last train, hauled by Bulkeley, left Paddington on
Friday 20 May 1892. It worked this as far as
Bristol Temple Meads and then returned, early
the following morning, with the last train from
Penzance. The pensioned-off locos were taken
to a yard in Swindon, a scene not replicated until
hundreds of steam locos awaited their
melancholy fate in the early 1960s; 195 engines
were taken out of service, 130 of which were
converted to standard gauge. Some
locomotives, designed by William Deane (1840-
1905), were built with conversion in mind. 

North Star and Lord of the Isles survived for a
while but, absolutely disgracefully, were
scrapped in 1906. A replica of North Star is on
view in Swindon, and replicas of Firefly and Iron
Duke at Didcot but, alas, not a single large
example has survived and, sadly, the only
example we now have of a broad gauge loco is
Tiny, a little engine on view at Buckfastleigh in
Devon. Sic  transit. 

A Punch cartoon celebrated the death, and
burial, of broad gauge, with a funnel sticking
out of the ground. There was a poem, too,
tiresomely parodying, for the umpteenth time,
The Burial of Sir John Moore after Corunna by
Charles Wolfe:

‘Not a whistle was heard, not a brass bell-
note, | As his corse o’er the sleepers we hurried; |
Not a fog-signal wailed from a husky throat |
O’er the grave where our broad-gauge we
buried.’ Etc. 

There is a very vivid article on broad gauge
engines in the English Illustrated Magazine No 9
by Rev Alfred Henry Malan (1852-1928) on what
it was like to travel on the footplate of an Iron
Duke. Not comfortable. He was just one of the
many railway obsessives in holy orders – like Rev
Wilbert Awdry who wrote the Thomas the Tank
Engine tales. 

‘Perhaps, though, you sometimes need to
think outside the firebox’

These locomotives now, sadly, only exist as
ghosts, but there was one example that actually
was a ghost shortly after its own lifetime. This
was Alder, or Fowler’s Ghost (1861), a broad
gauge loco built by Robert Stephenson for the
Metropolitan line of the London Underground,
where smoke was a problem. It conserved
energy in fire-bricks, but was never successful,
and the designer Sir John Fowler (1817-1898)
was rather ashamed of it. 

There are probably some mistakes in this
article, and the experts will say I should stick to
writing about Actaeon in Titian’s painting or in
Adonaïs: An Elegy on the Death of John Keats by
Percy Bysshe Shelley, gazing ‘on Nature’s naked
loveliness’,  and steer clear of the Actaeon on the
railway tracks. Perhaps, though, you sometimes
need to think outside the firebox… 

1 Replica of the Iron Duke
2 God’s Wonderful Railway at Portishead
3Break of Gauge at Gloucester station by
JH Townsend published in the Illustrated
London News, 6 June 1846
4Rain, Steam and Speed: The Great
Western Railwayby Joseph Mallord
William Turner (1844)
5Acheron emerging from a tunnel by
James Cooke Bourne (1846)
6 A Bristol & Exeter Railway loco designed
by Pearson (1854) with a 9ft driving wheel
7 The locomotive Sebastapol
8 In memoriam:The Burial of the Broad-
Gauge in Punch, 4 June 1892, with the
ghost of  Isambard Kingdom Brunel
looking on

3
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Agenda

Going Underground
TERRy WiLKiNSON, executive
committee member for
District 8, reflects on the
decision by ASLEF members
on London Underground to

return a big – indeed, increased – ‘yes’
vote for industrial action

S NEGOTIATIONS between the
government and Transport for London
rumble on, we have been very clear

that we are not prepared to see our members’
terms and conditions undermined in a dash for
cost savings. 

For the third time, ASLEF members across
London Underground have returned large ‘Yes’
votes for industrial action if TfL management
tries to push through changes to our working
conditions, or pensions, without agreement.

Our Tube train driver members have voted
by 98.5% in favour of action on a turnout of
68.3%, even higher than our last ballot. Test

Train drivers achieved a 100% ‘Yes’ vote on a
huge 94.3% turnout while Transplant members
also voted 100% for action on a 58.2% turnout. 

So far, we have successfully used our
mandates for industrial action to ensure that our
multi-year pay agreement was honoured, in full,
and to prevent management forcing through
changes to the attendance at work procedure.
Management also backed off from proposing
detrimental changes to trains agreements when
our reps made it clear that our members were
prepared to strike if needed. 

And, despite hundreds of thousands of
pounds being spent on a pension review, no
proposals for change have yet been tabled.

But we know that the threats to agreements,
conditions, and pensions have not gone away.
Managements are already pushing through
staffing cuts and changes to working
arrangements in other grades. We have to be
ready to take action when we need to. ASLEF
has been clear, all along, that we are prepared to
negotiate change and will discuss options that

A

improve the working lives of our members. But
we will never accept an agenda driven by cost
cutting at the expense of agreements we have
worked so hard to achieve. 

There are big battles ahead. And ASLEF is
ready to face them.

Something’s happening here today and
what you see is what you get so if the
brass band plays and feet start to pound

LTHOUGH the Prime
Minister likes to proclaim
his desire for a high wage

economy, the Tory Party, in
practice, has a deep-rooted
aversion to working-class people
actually having decent pay and
conditions and, worse still, fighting
to achieve them.

Tube drivers’ pay and pension
arrangements have long been a
particular obsession of London’s
Tories and their friends in the right-
wing papers. During his eight years
as London Mayor, Boris Johnson
quickly retreated from
confrontation with ASLEF and the
other Tube unions when we
showed that we were willing and
able to stand our ground. 

But it was no surprise when his
government took advantage of the
covid pandemic to insist that a
‘review’ and ‘modernisation’ of the

Transport for London pension fund
be made a condition of the funding
agreement put in place to make up
for the huge drop in passenger
revenue.

‘Modernisation’ in this context,
of course, doesn’t mean using new
technology to improve services. It is
a code word for ‘cuts to benefits’. We
have seen, right across the public
and private sectors over the last
decade, a wave of closures of what
were once standard defined benefit
final salary pension schemes that
guaranteed a relatively decent
standard of living in retirement
after decades of work. They have
been replaced with defined
contribution schemes where your
retirement income is entirely
determined by the performance of
investment and capital markets.
While a defined benefit scheme
means that the costs and
associated risks of providing your
pension are borne by the employer,
a defined contribution scheme
means that the risk is transferred to
you, the employee.

The inability of the trade union
movement to prevent the
eradication of final salary schemes
should be a cause of shame. Along
with the huge fall in the value of
real wages since 2008 it has led to
big increases in corporate profits at

the expense of the living standards
of employed and retired workers.
The current cost of living crisis was
not caused by a sudden increase in
inflation; it is the result of a
deliberate, and decades-long,
policy to push down wages and
increase inequality in Britain.

ASLEF sees pensions as deferred
wages; money you earn now that is
paid to you when you retire. A cut
in pension benefits is exactly the
same as a wage cut and needs to
be fought just as hard. That is the
approach we took to the TfL
pension review which was chaired
by former TUC general secretary
Brendan Barber with expertise
provided by Joanne Seegers. Much
to the disappointment of the
government, the review concluded
that the TfL fund is both well run
and well-funded. In fact, the most
recent valuation shows a
reasonable surplus and means that
the employer no longer needs to
make the additional contributions
needed when the scheme was in
deficit. The review laid out potential
options for change, none of which
would benefit members, and none
of which we could support. But it
also plainly showed that making
any changes would be a
complicated process, perhaps
needing primary legislation, and
would not deliver savings in the
short term.

I fully expect that, driven by
their ideological hatred of working-
class people having a decent
standard of living, the government

will return to the attack against
our pensions. That is why our
strong ballot results – and
willingness to take action – are so
important.

Since becoming an ASLEF
nominated trustee of the fund at
the start of 2020, I have become
aware that many members find it
difficult to access pension
information easily when they
need it. This was, of course, worse
during the pandemic when the
fund had to move quickly to
remote working but there are
clearly still problems. One issue is
that fund information is hosted on
the general TfL website, and
poorly organised, so that it can be
hard to find even basic factsheets.
It is also sometimes difficult to
contact fund staff by phone and
response times to email enquiries
are frustratingly slow. 

While making sure pensions
are administered properly is
obviously the priority, I think the
fund office needs to have more of
a customer service focus. Work
has now started towards a
dedicated website, with clear
information about the scheme,
the impact of different life events,
and the choices members can
make. But it also needs to be
easier to talk to staff by phone or
video call and get accurate
information.

That is the sort of
‘modernisation’ of the fund that I
will be pushing for at trustee
board meetings.

District 8
Organiser FiNN
BRENNAN reports
on Brendan
Barber’s review of

the TfL pension fund, the
attacks on us by the Tories in
Downing Street, and our
determination to defend what
are really our deferred wages

A
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District 8

A show of strength with 
your Boy’s Brigade…

FiNN BRENNAN, ASLEF’s
organiser on Tramlink, reports on
our strike for fair pay

SLEF gave Tram Operations Ltd
official notice at the start of last
month that our members on Croydon

Tramlink in south London would strike from
00.01 on Tuesday 28 June until 23.59 on
Wednesday 29 June and from 00.01 on
Wednesday 13 July until 23.59 on Thursday 14
July. More than six months after the end of our
last pay settlement, and with the RPI rate of
inflation running at over 11%, there has still
been no offer from the company to resolve
this dispute. Every day our members are
seeing the price of their necessities – from fuel
to food – go up, while the real value of wages
has fallen dramatically. Tram drivers, like other
workers in public transport, do a difficult and
demanding job with round the clock shifts
seven days a week. They deserve fair pay and
are determined to fight for it.

ASLEF members on Tramlink returned an
incredible 99.2% ‘Yes’ vote to strike on a
turnout of over 86%. It is a result of which any
union would be proud and demonstrates just
how strongly our members feel about
management’s failure to make an acceptable
pay offer. The ball is now in management’s
court. They can either make a fair offer or face
the prospect of hard-hitting and drawn-out
strike action. I hope they will choose the
sensible option – our members are ready and
prepared to act if they do not.

Since ASLEF won recognition at Tramlink,
we have made big progress in improving
drivers’ terms and conditions. Annual leave
entitlement has been increased and we
delivered a real 35 hour week with 13 extra
rest days per annum. But, although we have
consistently won above-inflation pay rises, our
members’ salaries are still far below what we
know they deserve.

ASLEF is the first union I have become active in, taking the
time to understand what it does, and how it functions, its
goals, its structure, and its objectives. I didn’t want to be a
bystander in things that affect my life, and the people
around me, which is why I got involved. I’ve attended
branches, been elected as an equalities rep, and been to
ASLEF’s national training school, been on marches, and
went to AAD in May as a visitor. My experience of the union
has been great, I have met some amazing people from
other TOCs and FOCs, and we talk, debate passionately,
listen intently, are very detail-oriented, and then get things
done right up from the local to the national level.
Richard Grey Equalities rep Morden Northern line

HE last year has seen some excellent
new activists and reps take up
positions in our trade union, as well as

the retirement of many people who have played
a huge role in our successes over the last
decades. I had the pleasure of making a
presentation at the retirement event on Friday 3
June for Tim Miles who has an outstanding
record of service to ASLEF members going right
back to the leading role he played in the wildcat
strikes of 1989. 

As a branch secretary, district council and
AAD delegate, and as a local rep at Neasden,
and for Test Train drivers, his sense of principle
and dedication made him an example and a
mentor. I am just one of the many who admired
– and learnt – from him.

I don’t know how many people he helped
and advised over the years, but I do know that
there are many whose jobs were saved by the
support they got from him. Tim: a true
gentleman who deserves a great retirement.
DO8 Finn Brennan

Let the boys all sing 
and the boys all 
shout for tomorrow

Finn Brennan presents Tim Miles (left)
with his retirement certificate (and a gift)

People might say that I should strive for more
BEccA NEViN, health & safety rep at West
Ruislip on the central line, reflects on the
pandemic and the role of key workers – such
as Tube train drivers in the capital

HE recent pandemic
put a real spotlight
on the health &

safety of the country’s key
workers – like our ASLEF train
drivers – who continued to
show up at their workplace,
day in and day out, to support
those who rely on our public
transport network. 

Our h&s reps did a fantastic
job at voicing our members’
concerns and challenges
within not only their work
environment but also the
additional pressures at home
– especially for those of us
who were carers, parents, and
clinically vulnerable. Reps
clearly communicated to

members the continuous
changes to policies and
provided a united support
network for us all to turn to
when in doubt. 

Our existing reps inspired
me to put myself forward for
the position of h&s rep at West
Ruislip depot this year and I
am building my knowledge
and experience through a
mixture of resources from
accredited courses through
the TUC to shadowing senior
h&s reps in their face-to-face
discussions with
management. I want to
encourage more of our female
and young members to get
involved in their union and

work towards activism and
representative roles – it is so
important to have diversity
amongst our union positions
so that we ensure there is
protection for all workers.

T

A
T

Becca: ‘I want to encourage
more female and young
members to get involved in
our trade union’
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Agenda

Use the machinery
JASON WyATT of  London Underground
trains’ health & safety council reports on
our reps’ first real meeting – face to face –
since the coronavirus pandemic turned
our lives upside down

SLEF trains’ health & safety council
resumed on Friday 13 May with an LU
safety reps’ training and information

day, the first since the covid pandemic. DO8
Finn Brennan secured paid release for our reps
to attend. Over the last few years, there have
been several new safety reps elected and,
while we held an earlier Zoom meeting to
share material that would be of use, it is when

reps are in the same room together that most
is gained.

It was a productive and educational day
with many invited guests and presentations
given; heads of occupational health and
fatigue spoke of the impact of shift work in the
workplace, as well as the impact of covid on
long-term health. We have changed
management’s view of ‘are you booking on or
off sick’ when suffering the effects of fatigue to
one of support and assistance where needed.
While this is a massive change, more still needs
to be done. Big thanks to Julian Vaughan for
years of perseverance on this subject – it’s why
we are where we are today.

SHE (the LU safety department) explained

ASLEF reps listen attentively in the basement
meeting room at head office as an inspector
explains the role of the Office of Rail and Road

the importance of utilising ‘the machinery’ as
well as the many processes in place to gain
the best outcome when dealing with issues.
There was a healthy debate about the impact
of noise on LU; efforts are being made to

A

integrating the Tubelines machinery
cHRiS WALKER, Lillie Bridge
253 branch secretary, and iR
rep, reveals the problems we
have faced integrating the
Tubelines machinery into the
LU machinery

T THE end of last year
notice was served on the
ex-Tubelines machinery,

with the purpose of integrating it
into the London Underground
machinery. What would
undoubtedly be a problematic task
was complicated further by
countless restructuring within
former Tubelines departments and
an ongoing restructure to

engineering departments
including the proposed disbanding
of TransPlant. This machinery is
where ASLEF’s TransPlant and MATs
reps, who were TUPEd over from
Tubelines, are able to discuss issues
on a quarterly basis at level one
(local management), level two
(head of department), and
company council (directors)
meetings. This structure is mirrored
for health & safety.

The current machinery is
superior to the structure used for
the rest of LU, with vastly fewer
disputes and items generally being
resolved at company council,
where heads of departments can
be held accountable for failings.

After five months and 13 meetings
only rep numbers have been
discussed with no real negotiations
on the machinery structure itself.

The proposed machinery takes
away the director level (company
council) meeting and shoehorns
TransPlant into a much larger
functional meeting with areas that
have no similarities with the wider
business. Our members’ issues will
be suffocated amongst irrelevant
items and meetings will be long,
drawn out, and unproductive.

The ASLEF reps at TransPlant –
Jonny Barton, Peter Bickers, and
me – along with the MATs rep Sean
Mobbs – feel that the integration
into the LU machinery will be at

the detriment to our members as
they will have less representation
at director level. Reps at TransPlant
and MATs have put forward
counter proposals of a standalone
function for TransPlant as we’re
considered a mini-TOC and our
issues can be far more technical
and complex. But, as yet, they have
not responded to our proposals.

The ex-Tubelines machinery
should have ended in May but
there has been a one month
extension into June with the threat
of reps being de-recognised if an
agreement isn’t reached.

If any agreement is reached, it
needs to be presented to the LU
company council for ratification.

A

The trains council is the
body responsible for
negotiating and
upholding drivers’
agreements on London
Underground. 

After more than two
decades of service, its
longest serving member,
Tony Cashman, stood
down this year and
returned to the role he
loves best, driving trains
on the District line. As
everyone who has met
him knows, Tony is a
passionate and principled
advocate who successfully
took on many
‘unwinnable’ (and
unpopular) cases. He has a

ch-ch-changes
well-deserved terrier
reputation for never
letting-go of an issue he
has decided to pursue and
he played a huge role in
the improvements to
conditions we made since
the early 1990s.

The election that took
place to succeed him
showed the depth of talent
among our local reps. We
had four excellent
candidates – Trevor
Robinson, Debbie Reay,
Matt France, and Dean
Forsyth – who visited
branches across the
combine to debate and
discuss the issues we face.
Trevor, who was previously

the D8 rep on the BAME
committee, was eventually
successful and has already
made a strong start. He
brings a wealth of
experience from his role as
local depot rep at Elephant
& Castle and will be a huge
asset to the team but I
know that all the other
candidates will also
continue to play leadership
roles, both locally and
nationally, in the future.

Maeve Hanley was re-

elected to the trains
council with unanimous
support from our branches
– a real tribute to her hard
work over the last three
difficult years. She has
successfully represented
numerous members at
disciplinary and case
conferences and, on many
more than one occasion,
has gone the extra mile to
help and support members
in difficulty.

The next period will be

a huge challenge for our
trains council reps. We
know that management
will soon bring forward
their proposals to trains
agreements. ASLEF has our
own agenda; our charter
aims for a four day, 32 hour,
working week as standard
with improved options for
part-time working and that
will remain our guiding
principle in any
negotiations.
DO8 Finn Brennan
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Underground

i joined ASLEF because i
saw the value in having a
union that is super-
invested in the train driver
grade. There were some
brilliant, welcoming, reps
when i moved over to the
Victoria line in 2018, and
seeing them in action
encouraged me to take a
more active role in my
branch. i loved how open
and frank the discussions
were during meetings and
saw numerous ideas
members had put forward
come to fruition in the
workplace.

My experience as a rep,
so far, has been incredibly
positive. it’s helped me to
get to know the people i
work with more, and
encouraged me to use my
critical thinking and
negotiation skills. Getting
out of the cab to represent
my colleagues and
strengthen our branch has
been super-refreshing and
really brought joy to what i
do here at London
Underground. The future
of our union is bright. i
wish i’d put myself forward
sooner!

resume noise monitoring on deep level Tube
lines, suspended during the height of the
pandemic as cab access was restricted. We
hope that we will soon return to in-cab noise
monitoring. Much work is being done on the
network from rail grinding to rail replacement;
unfortunately, this will take time to complete
but updates are shared with line safety reps as
they are received so they know what is, and
what isn’t, being done!

The ORR principal inspector gave a view of
its role and how they issue both enforcement
and improvement notices. It was interesting to
hear the responsibilities they hold and what is
required for a successful enforcement. It’s clear
that there are fewer of them now and while,
when reports are made to them, they will
investigate, this will often mean what they
were doing will be dropped for a while. This
gives an insight into the delays to issues and
concerns raised by us Tube train drivers.

Becoming a local depot rep was a bit overwhelming,
at first, because you start as soon as you are voted
into position! But other local and trains council reps
are always available to help and offer support. i
have learnt so much in the last few months. 

i also really enjoyed being a visitor to AAD. it’s an
eye-opener as you get to see everything you hear
about in practice. 

The highlight for me was the Stand Up to Racism
meeting. it really encouraged me to get more
involved in other parts of the union.
patrice Lewis Local depot rep at Barking District line 

chynna Maxius Local
depot rep at Seven Sisters
Victoria line

TUC back in
virtual action

LONG with Ed D’Bell (D1), Hans Ekonje
(D3), San Senik (D4), and Floyd Doyle
(D5) I attended the TUC black workers’

conference from Friday 6 to Sunday 8 May
which was held virtually due to ongoing
concerns around the impact of the coronavirus
which, unfortunately, removed the ability to
socially interact with other delegates as is
normally the case.

Conference opened on Friday afternoon
with an introduction from, and Q&A session
with, TUC GS Frances O’Grady and president
Sue Ferns.

Issues raised included a demand for an
independent public inquiry into the lack of
available PPE during the pandemic, especially
for workers from black and minority ethnic
backgrounds; the pay gap; and post-covid
unemployment, with evidence that the
employment rate for BAME workers has not
recovered. Motions raised included the cost of
living crisis; ethnicity pay gap; the impact of
covid-19 and further precaritisation; mental
health provision in the public sector; organising
for racial justice; and the TUC anti-racism task
force on which I had the pleasure of speaking in
support.

Day 2 opened with an emergency motion on
offshoring followed by a panel debate on the
hostile environment, immigration, and asylum.
Speakers were Roger McKenzie of the Morning
Star; Gypsy, Roma, and Traveller campaigner
Sherrie Smith; Weyman Bennett, joint secretary
of Stand up to Racism; and Windrush and
immigration lawyer Jaqueline McKenzie.

This was followed by a presentation from
Gloria Mills, Unison national secretary, and
members of the TUC race relations committee.
A number of issues were highlighted and
discussed including the deaths of medical staff

in the first 12 months of the pandemic, 90% of
which were workers from the BAME community.
The TUC has applied for core participation status
at the covid-19 inquiry, and attendees were
asked about the impact on black workers of the
pandemic in our workplaces.

In the afternoon we attended Zoom
workshops to review the anti-racism task force
charter and make suggestions to improve it. We
then attended a webinar on ‘Fighting back: the
future of Racism’ with Zarah Sultana, Labour MP
for Coventry South; Alba Kapoor of the
Runnymede Trust; Sarah Wooley of the BFAWU;
and Michelle Codrington Rogers of the NASUWT.

Day 3 began with an emergency motion

ASLEF activists Zooming into the TUC (clockwise from top left): San, Ed, Floyd, Jon, and Hans

about government asylum seeker policy. San
Senik and Hans Ekonje spoke about the need for
a UK asylum system based on liberty and justice.
Other motions were about Ukraine, the
Nationality and Borders Bill, the privatisation of
Channel 4, and reparations for African
enslavement.

As a first time attendee I wasn’t sure what to
expect, especially with the conference being
held virtually, but, with the support of the ASLEF
delegates, and head office equalities adviser Lee
James, it was a very enjoyable and informative
weekend.
Jon castle Bletchley branch and D6 rep on
the BAME committee

A
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Branch Lines

Faversham is all shook up
AVERSHAM
has just held
(what is

usually) its annual
beer & badges
evening. The GS, our
DO (Graham Morris),
EC member (Marz
Colombini) and
members of our DCC
were all on hand to
help us celebrate.
Mick was kept busy
as, due to the
pandemic, we had
three years’ worth of
awards to hand out,
starting with our
newest high speed
driver Dorian Jenner,
who received a 5 year
badge, and ending
with Ray Mercer, who
was awarded a
certificate for 65
years. When Ray
joined ASLEF, way
back in the summer
of 1957, Elvis Presley
was enjoying his very
first UK number 1
with All Shook Up!

In between,
another 23 awards
were presented
including 60 year
certificates to Ken
Greaves, who
travelled all the way
from his home in
Wales especially for
the occasion, and
former branch
secretary Joe Sears.
Also of note, a 45 year

badge was given to
former DCC member
Bill Williams, and a 40
year badge to Neil
‘Shag’ Taylor, but here
the maths doesn’t
quite add up as he
continues to insist
he’s only 38! 

Sadly, our
dignitaries had to
head back up to
London but we
carried on
celebrating without

GS Mick Whelan hands out badges (and beer) to (below, from left) Dorian
Jenner; Joe Sears; Ken Greaves; Ray Mercer; and, er, Shag

them, some of us
until the early hours,
and though it may
not be what Elvis
meant at the time,
hands were shakin’,
knees were weak,
and some people
couldn’t stand on
their own two feet!
But a good night was
had by all…
Andy cooke
Faversham 077
branch secretary

F

The AGS
makes the
presentations
to Andy;
Mick; and
John

Slightly foxed
Leicester branch had the privilege of a number of
guests for the retirement and badge presentation
evening on Thursday 2 June. These included AGS
Simon Weller, EC president Dave Calfe, DO6 Dicky
Fisher, CrossCountry lead officer and DO3 Andy
Hourigan, and the CrossCountry company council. A
lively Q&A took place before business moved on to the
presentations, where Andy Singh was presented with
his 30 year badge; Mick Poultney, who retired last year,
was presented with his retirement certificate; and John
Liddle, who is retiring in August, received his certificate
along with his 20 year badge. We would like to thank
all the guests who attended and look forward to
welcoming them back in the future. 
Mark Sarson assistant branch sec. Leicester 117

So long, farewell
Stratford branch would like to wish
two colleagues a very happy
retirement. Mark Betsworth retired
from Freightliner Tilbury after 43
years’ loyal service to ASLEF. He was
presented with his certificate by
branch chair Glen Underwood at our
March meeting. 

Neale Sadler retired after over 20
years’ railway service and 11 years’
membership of ASLEF. Neale heads off
to Spain to start his retirement in
sunnier climes with his wife Dawn. 

John Thorpe presented Neale with
his certificate at a small social
gathering.
John Thorpe
Stratford 205 branch secretary

Glasgow belongs to…
Jim Baxter, our Ec rep, at our May branch meeting
making long service presentations to retired and
serving members to a total of 335 years: Wullie
McFarlane 55; crawford Kennedy 50; John Strachan
50; Jimmy Gordon 50; John Anderson 45; Brian McLay
40; Linda Fergusson 30; Stuart Kennedy 15. 
John Mccue Glasgow 084 branch secretaryMark and Neale pick up their long

service certificates
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n TONBRiDGE: THURSDAy 7 JULy
Railway reunion from 11.00 at the New
Telegraph Club, Priory Road, Tonbridge, Kent,
TN9 2AS. 

n WiLLESDEN 1A: THURSDAy 7 JULy
The summer reunion will be held at Watford
Ex-Services & Social Club, 12-14 St Albans
Road (a five minute walk from Watford Jct)
from 14.00 to 18.00. Partners most welcome.

n DERBy: FRiDAy 8 JULy
Derby ASLEF four shed reunion from 16.00 to
21.00 at Nunsfield House Social Club, 33
Boulton Lane, Alvaston, Derby, DE24 0HZ. All
welcome. For more info contact Eamonn
Tague on 07469 196925.

n TOTON: SATURDAy 8 OcTOBER
The 2022 Toton depot reunion will be held at
the Zingari Social Club, College Street, Long
Eaton, Nottingham, NG10 4NP on from 14.00
until 18.00. All Toton and ex-Toton colleagues
are most welcome. Buffet and raffle. Further
details from Reg Sargeant (07508 846 988).

Upcoming Events

John ‘Mad Dog’ O’Rourke’s last turn ended with him pulling into Snow Hill platform 1 at 13.31 on
Wednesday 4 May to be greeted by colleagues, friends, and family holding banners and home
made signs, cheering him in. John has made a big impact on many people over his 30 years on
the rails, starting out as a cleaner and proceeding to be shunter, guard, and, finally, a driver for
more than 23 years. John leaves a fantastic legacy of loyal service; he’s a great personality who
loved his work, telling future drivers to ‘enjoy yourself and enjoy such a fantastic job as ours’. A
fantastic job, like ours in the driver’s grade, secured through many hard years defending our
conditions, via struggle and unity, through the collective strength of our members in which John
played a big part. Everyone here at Birmingham salutes John for his decades of service and we
wish him and his family every success in this new chapter of life. 
Kris O’Sullivan Birmingham New Street 141 branch reporter

We’ll miss you, Mad Dog

The (rather overwhelming if not downright frightening) sight that greeted John at Snow Hill

Proud to represent, proud to
remember: Andy Brown, vice-

chair; Ian Silverwood, chair;
and Martyn Hazelhurst 

Lest we
forget
Carlisle branch paid our
respects to the workers of
the world who were
remembered for paying the
ultimate price for doing a
day’s work. A ceremony at
Carlisle cross was held to
mark Workers’ Memorial
Day. Local reps gathered at
noon to lay wreaths on
behalf of their trade unions.
John colohan carlisle
043 branch secretary

ON THE WATERFRONT: Adam Prentice, ex-
Knottingley, previously Rotherham, Wakefield
Europort, and Ayr, unfortunately has had to
retire through ill health. He has been an active
member (and still is, as part of the RMS) of
ASLEF and regular attendee of Knottingley
branch. I had the pleasure of presenting him
with his retirement certificate which was well
overdue because of the pandemic. We all wish
Adam a long and healthy retirement.
Tony Kahler Knottingley 113 branch secretary 

cLASS OF 1973: We had a great day at The
Tavern. Bob Thatcher brought along a few old
photos. This one shows Bob on the right and
former DO7 Brian Corbett on the left. But who
are the two in the middle, please?
Dave BrennandStand up for the fights ahead

Leamington Spa
branch was very
pleased to welcome
EC president Dave
Calfe and WM Trains
company council rep
Bill Goode to our latest
meeting. Dave spoke
first on various issues,
including upcoming
national RMT strike
days, our industrial
action discussions on
pay and conditions,
pulling rest day
working on TPE,
Northern, and
CrossCountry,
Sundays in the
working week, the
ASLEF court case on

Northern, how we
were all essential key
workers during the
pandemic, and it’s now
our time to all stand up
for the fights ahead. 

Bill went next on
more local issues,
including the
upcoming strike days,
and WM Trains’ level of
service on those days,
and also the upcoming
Birmingham
Commonwealth
Games, Class 196
training and their
introduction into
service, how
management is
monitoring staff pass

use on ticket
gatelines, company
pay and conditions
talks, and a reminder
to be careful on
mobile phone use,
and social media
postings. Dave then
presented Brother

Nick Walker with his
20 year service badge.
We should like to
thank both Dave and
Bill for their latest trip
to us, and look
forward to further
visits by them.
Nick Walker
Leamington Spa
115 branch chair

Dave Calfe presents
Nick Walker with his
20 year badge (right)
and branch members
with EC6 and
company council
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STANDING ORDER MANDATE 

To ______________________________ Bank 

Address ______________________________ 

 ________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________ 

 BANK BRANCH TITLE (NOT ADDRESS) SORTING CODE NO. 

Please pay Unity Trust Bank Birmingham 08-60-01 
 

 BENEFICIARY’S NAME ACCOUNT NUMBER 

For the credit of ASLEF RMS 500 CLUB ACCOUNT 2 0 2 0 1 1 9 3 
 

 AMOUNT IN FIGURES AMOUNT IN WORDS 

The sum of £  

 

 DATE AND AMOUNT OF FIRST PAYMENT  DUE DATE AND FREQUENCY 

Commencing  £ and thereafter every 1ST OF EVERY MONTH 
 

 DATE AND AMOUNT OF LAST PAYMENT  
*Until  
Quoting the 
reference 

 £ *Until you receive further notice from me/us in writing 
and debit my/our account accordingly  

Please cancel any previous standing order or direct debit in favour of the beneficiary named above 

 SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

 ACCOUNT TO BE DEBITED ACCOUNT NUMBER 
          

 

Signature(s) ________________________________________ Date  __________________________ 

 ________________________________________ 

 

Note: The Bank will not undertake to: (i) make any reference to Value Added Tax or other indeterminate element 
 (ii) advise payer’s address to beneficiary 
 (iii) advise beneficiary of inability to pay 
 (iv) request beneficiary’s banker to advise beneficiary of receipt 
   
* Delete if not applicable   
If the amounts of the periodic payments vary, they should be incorporated in a schedule overleaf 

 

60-83-01

ASLEF RMS 500 club
application form 

Name.....................................................................

Address.................................................................

................................................................................. 

..................................................................................

................................................................................. 

Postcode...............................................................

Telephone............................................................

..................................................................................

email......................................................................

..................................................................................

Each number costs £4. You can
purchase as many numbers as you like.
I confirm that I wish to purchase ____
numbers as part of the 500 Club. 

(A) I have set up my standing order (£48
per annum or £4 per month) 

(B) I enclose a cheque for advance
payment (£48 per annum). 

Delete (A) or (B) accordingly.

Signed..................................................................

Date............................................

Please return this coupon to: 
Peter Smith, Treasurer, RMS 500 Club, 
6 Devonia Gardens, London, N18 1AF
and the standing order mandate
(right) to your bank (or via your
internet bank)

Colleagues

The 500 Club is a fundraising venture for ASLEF’s Retired Members’ Section. 

Conditions of Membership: Only retired and working members of ASLEF, including district councils and branches,
plus permanent staff employed by ASLEF, can make an application to join the RMS 500 Club. The application form
and standing order form can only be completed and submitted by the ASLEF member, or staff member.

Numbers in the draw cost £4 each per month. To begin making payments into club funds, all you have to do is
complete the standing order form and return it to your bank. Alternatively, you can pay by cheque a year in
advance; the cheque should be made payable to ASLEF RMS 500 Club. Payments need to reach the club account
by 1st of every month and the draw takes place on 12th of every month – with the winning number, name, and
prize printed on page 5 of the ASLEF Journal. Once you have arranged your method of payment just complete the
form and return it to Peter J Smith, Treasurer, RMS 500 Club, 6 Devonia Gardens, London, N18 1AF.

The Retired Members’ Section committee would like to thank you for your support and wish you luck in the draw! 

Yours fraternally, Peter J Smith, treasurer, ASLEF Retired Members’ Section 500 Club

The ASLEF RMS 500 club
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Obituaries

THOMAS MacLENNAN BiG TAM: A TRUE RAiLWAyMAN
T IS with great sadness that I have to announce the passing of retired Yoker driver
Tommy MacLennan at the age of 89 on Saturday 8 January. Tommy was born in
Crianlarich on 30 April 1932 at 1 Railway Cottages so you could say a life on the

permanent way was his destiny. He joined the railway in 1948 as an engine cleaner at
Helensburgh depot and progressed to tending the engines as a fireman in 1958 with spells at
Dumbarton and Eastfield before earning his driver’s position in 1966 at Corkerhill.

With the introduction of the Glasgow Electric Blue service in 1967, he transferred back to
Helensburgh where he was based until its closure in 1987. He then moved as a senior driver to
the newly-opened Yoker depot where he worked until retirement. He loved the camaraderie
and banter working with the ‘young team’ at Yoker, as he called them, many of whom are still
at the depot today, although young no more as they are now senior drivers themselves, all
with fond memories of Big Tam.

Tommy was brought up in Tarbet, Loch Lomond. He loved his fishing and ceilidh dancing
and was a big fan of a Burns supper. Tommy was a proud family man who will be sadly missed
by his loving wife Nancy, his two sons Colin and Alan, and his grandchildren and great-
grandchildren, and fondly remembered by the railwaymen who worked with him at Yoker.
colin MacLennan son and yoker branch 259 Tommy: a life on the railway was his destiny

i

GRAHAM MiLLS
ABSOLUTE GENTLEMAN
Leamington Spa branch was very saddened to
learn of the passing of Graham Mills, who
started at Saltley depot, Birmingham, all the
way back in May 1961! He was there for most
of his career, finally transferring to Leamington
Spa in October 1993 with a few of his Saltley
colleagues. Millsey finally retired from the
footplate on 30 April 2004 after an amazing 43
years’ service. 

An absolute gentleman, he was always
immaculately smart, and very encouraging to
new drivers, willing to pass on his expertise
and knowledge, with his trademark humour,
and his lifelong friend Harry Checketts never
far away! A true double act those two were,
and trouble was never usually far away. I spent
many a happy hour, when spare, aching with
laughter at some of their antics! 

Graham is survived by his lovely wife
Maureen, sons Andrew and Paul, and the
branch sends its sincere condolences to them
and all his friends. Sleep well Millsey, you’ll be
sorely missed.
Nick Walker
Leamington Spa branch 115 reporter

Graham on a break at Birmingham New
Street in the mid-1980s

DARREN GUNN
NEVER FORGOTTEN
Last December we lost one of our brothers,
driver Darren Gunn, who passed away at 49.
Born in Kent, he began his railway career in
August 1988 at Ramsgate and Faversham
signal boxes as a junior railman, leaving in
December 1989 for Toton motive power depot
as a train man D before passing out as a driver
in September 1993 and driving his beloved
Class 58s. In January 2000 he moved to
Nottingham, working for Central trains, before
moving to Derby 4 shed train crew depot
under Midland Mainline, East Midlands Trains,
and East Midlands Railway, driving his other
passion, HSTs. Darren, who went out of his way
to please others, is sadly missed, but will never
be forgotten. He leaves behind his lovely wife
Marianne, his son Owen, a customer host at
Derby who I’m sure will follow his dad onto the
footplate, his daughter Emmie-Louise who
gave birth to William in January (so Darren
never got to see his first grandchild). After
having words with work colleagues EMR have
bought a memorial bench which is now
proudly outside our new train crew building
Rickman House.
Mark Rimell Derby

Joe Pountney, who started his railway career at Motherwell in the mid-1970s, later joined
Eurostar, and then GBRf, has lost his battle with cancer. He passed away on Wednesday 4 May.

Joe was a keen runner and, while living in Peterborough and based at Waterloo, would run
from King’s Cross to Waterloo rather than travel on the Underground. Joe was very
professional, stuck to his principles throughout his railway career, and was a great supporter
of ASLEF. He and his wife Alison both had children from other partners and a great number of
grandchildren followed. Joe was very proud of them all and liked to share their achievements.
After several years at Eurostar he joined GB Railfreight while it was in its infancy. Always up for
a challenge, Joe was one of the first drivers, and helped build GBRf into the company it is now.

I joined Joe at GBRf two years later, and it soon became apparent that we shared a passion
for cycling. I challenged Joe to join me on a ride across Australia and his response was ‘When
do we leave?’ Joe suggested raising funds for the Willow Foundation, a charity close to his
heart, as they had supported his family through trauma when a young member was
undergoing treatment for cancer. It was on this ride across Australia in 2010 that Joe had a
trivial accident which revealed he had cancer. After a major operation he was quickly back on
his bike, but the biggest challenge of his life commenced and a 12-year battle fighting the
disease followed. His love of cycling, though, never diminished and he continued riding until
February this year. Rest easy my friend. You are missed by all.
Steve Banham retired driver

Standing: Martin Ward, operations director;
Steve Usher, LDC rep; Andy Bull, driver
manager; and driver Mark Rimell. Sitting:
Emmie-Louise, Marianne, and Owen

JOHN TUcKWELL HAS MOVED ON TO THE TOp LiNK
Another of King’s cross top shed’s finest has moved on to the top link after suffering a
heart attack. John rang me a couple of days before to say he was going to meet up with
the lads at Hatfield, ‘so keep spending the money’. May he Rip.
pJ Smith King’s cross 110 branch reporter

JOE pOUNTNEy BiGGEST cHALLENGE OF HiS LiFE
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Letters

come and join the conversation! Send letters by email to
journal@aslef.org.uk or by Royal Mail to the ASLEF Journal
at 77 St John Street, clerkenwell, London, Ec1M 4NN

Moving men and matériel
As I’m profoundly interested in the use of
railways for action and logistics during
wartime, Gregor Gall’s article (Journal, June)
turned out a really good read; for which my
sincere thanks. The only remark, about
something overlooked, could be that the
Liverpool & Manchester Railway – venue for
the famous Rainhill Trials and the line on which
William Huskisson MP was run over by the
Rocket; he subsequently died – was used
shortly after being taken into service in 1830
to move the 10th Regiment of Foot from
Manchester to Liverpool to board a steamer ‘to
quell troubles’ in Ireland and then again in
1839 to bring the troops back. 

Unlike the normal state of matters with
respect to new developments, the military
quickly concluded that a cumbersome three
day journey by road, with its logistical
problems, notably keeping horses fed and
watered, could be replaced with a two hour
train journey. Which left the troops fresh and
ready for action soon after arrival.

That was the start of evidence-based
logistical thinking right after the construction
of railways, but overlooked by the French at
the start of the Franco-Prussian war. French
generals thought train journeys would make
their troops effeminate, but they got
clobbered and learned the lessons. The
Prussians, incidentally, were taught to check
out things like loading gauge before sending
their locos along enemy lines. 

Many Prussian locos had their chimneys
knocked off under viaducts and German steam
locos were built with a detachable chimney
right through to WWII (check out models in a
model train shop). And, thinking of the US Civil
War, the principals of the proper use of the
railways in war were formulated, and
implemented, by the Union under General
Herman Haupt, who invited friends over from
Prussia only to find that beginners’ mistakes
are made time and again at the start of every
war, with often disastrous results.
peter Vandermark

A pleasure and a privilege
I want to thank Bill Dale, the chair, Alan, Sue,
Mick, and the committee for another superb
RMS forum, held at Yarnfield Park in
Staffordshire. We enjoyed speakers from the
police cyber crime unit, who gave a summary
of their protection work and suggestions
about how to protect oneself online. David
Gauler from Thompson’s solicitors gave a
rundown on wills, power of attorney, and
services available to members. 

Rob Johnston, policy & campaigns officer of
the Midlands TUC, gave a passionate talk
about the struggle to help working people,
methods of engaging workers, and the need
for better employment conditions. If only there
had been more time to debate the state of
British manufacturing, HS2, and how political
parties engage with the population. 

Considerable time was devoted to
reflecting on the work of Tony West, as his first
absence after so many devoted years was felt
by many of the delegates; and our previous
chair, Ray Jackson, who is in a care home
battling the effects of a stroke after so many
years battling for ASLEF members. 

Many new friendships were made, and
there was so much pleasure at meeting former
drivers from across Britain.

Several delegates enjoyed a super night out
in Stone at some intriguing watering holes and
most of the laughter was very lively, though
much of it obviously went over the head of
someone with a genteel upbringing like me!

All retired members can apply to attend 
these RMS forums although spaces are limited;
but I consider it a real pleasure and a privilege
to attend.
Robert McMillan Wolverhampton RMS

The devil is in the detail
It was announced at the state opening of
Parliament that the Home Secretary has put
forward a Bill to stop groups, such as
Extinction Rebellion, from causing disruption
to the transport infrastructure by gluing
themselves to roads and vehicles, and
blocking junctions, etc. I was wondering what
the wider implications are for the trade unions
and any future industrial action? 

The devil is in the detail but the Tories have
been trying to get anti-strike laws legalised for
a long time. I hope they aren’t being brought
in, hidden, in this Bill.
Brian Sherrington Gateshead & 
Newcastle branch

Bridge House to close
It is with great sadness that Railway
Convalescent Homes has to announce that its
last property, Bridge House, at Dawlish in
Devon, is to close. Founded as a charity for the
transport industry, for over a century our
flagship home has been caring for those
needing convalescence or recuperative breaks.
But a steady decline in volume, over the last
ten years, and the impact of covid-19, means it
is no longer viable for the charity to continue
to operate in its traditional manner. 

The trustees, all with railway backgrounds,
are now considering how to redefine the
charity to accommodate changing care needs
for our railway and transport beneficiaries. To
the many who have experienced the
exceptionally high level of hospitality at Bridge
House, and left with high accolades for
management and staff, and made regular
return visits, a big thank you from us all. 

The friendships that have developed will
leave many happy memories.
colin Mills chairman of the board of
trustees of Railway convalescent Homes

Ooh-oh, complete control
It was good to see you quoted Joe Strummer’s
lyrics from the anti-war, anti-conscription,
Clash song The Call Up (Journal, May) Perhaps
it was lack of space but the ‘Maybe’ was
missing as per ‘Maybe I want to see the wheat
fields | Over Kiev and down to the sea.’
Probably more important was many readers
will not have known where the words
originated. I hope this letter helps do that.
Gregor Gall Glasgow

All life’s jewels strung
I much enjoyed the article about Morris & Co
(Journal, May). Amongst my many anoraks is
an architecture anorak, with a particular
fondness for Arts & Crafts.
Dave Vaughan Newton Heath

Wheels of steel and engines of war: Gregor
Gall analyses the role of the railway in war

priv pass endorsements
i write in response to the piece (Journal, June) about priv
passes when the GS replied to Martin Haylett, cambridge,
at AAD. As well as campaigning for the right to travel free
on ‘any and every part of the rail network in this country’ i
would like to include the Wightlink, Tyne & Wear Metro,
and caledonian MacBrayne transport networks from which

we are currently excluded by our STcs being endorsed with a number 1. Surely
it is time to abolish this crazy endorsement in order to encourage green travel.
John Hughes
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Points & Crossings

Organise,
educate,
agitate 
SiMON WELLER, ASLEF’s
assistant general secretary,
reports from Budapest, the
Magyar capital on the River
Danube in the heart of
Mitteleuropa, on an ETF
congress which revealed a
brave new direction and a
bold new sense of purpose

SLEF has been a long-
standing member of
the European Transport

Federation – a federation of all
the transport unions in Europe –
and every five years the ETF
holds a congress. It’s a great
meeting of all the affiliated
transport unions across Europe,
of all the different disciplines:
road, rail, air, maritime, and
inland waterway.

There have been significant
changes since the last congress,
with the widespread
liberalisation of the wider
transport industry, the UK’s
relationship with the European
Union, and the EU’s move away
from a collegiate ‘social dialogue’
way of interacting with European
trade unions to a more
adversarial model. And, of
course, the devastating impact of
covid both on people’s lives and
on the viability of the whole
transport sector.

From ASLEF’s point of view,
the significant change was the
ETF’s new leadership team of GS
Livia Spera and president Frank
Morrels, both of whom ASLEF
supports. With new leaders, the
ETF has made a fundamental

shift in direction. From an EU
lobbying organisation to a more
pro-active trade union federation,
taking the campaigns – and the
fight – to the employers rather
than becoming enmeshed in
bureaucracy.

That was the background as
the ASLEF delegation of AGS
Simon Weller, EC1 Marz
Colombini, Angela O’Sullivan
(Women’s Representatives’
Committee) and Nik Fetherston
(Young Members’ Committee)
arrived in Budapest in Hungary to
put the ASLEF position across.

ASLEF members who have
attended training courses,

conferences, or other events
where you meet ASLEF members
from different districts and
companies will know the feeling
of shared experiences and the
great sense of ‘different but the
same’. It’s the same when you
meet other rail unions, and other
train drivers, from across Europe.
Definitely ‘different but the same’
with the same multinationals, the
same attacks on salaries and
conditions, and the same inept
middle managers…

There is always a risk with
these types of congresses that
they become a talking shop
where the delegates, or the

leadership, don’t really listen, and
nothing gets done, but this
congress had real direction – the
main motion was ‘to revitalise the
international workers’ movement
by becoming a responsive,
industrial, and organising force’.
The move away from being an EU
lobby organisation and to one
that is back to the trade union
basics of organising, educating,
and agitating to be applauded
and supported.

Equal pay for equal work
ONCE again had the privilege of attending the ETF women’s conference on Tuesday 24
May. We have seen great support for the five priorities set out during the 2017 conference
in Barcelona: saying no to violence against women transport workers in Europe; making

the transport sector more attractive for women; helping women workers get equal pay for work of
equal value; building a pool of ETF women trainers; and addressing the impact of automation and
digitalisation on women’s employment. There has been progress in all areas with the UK ratifying
the violence and harassment convention which clearly defines violence, harassment, and the right
of everyone to work free from violence. The workplace includes sanitary facilities, commuting to
and from work, and the effects of domestic violence. 

To build on the success of the last five years the conference set three more priorities going
forward: making the transport sector fit to work in; shaping the impact of digitalisation and
automation for women workers; and fighting violence against women in the transport sector.

Only 22% of transport workers are women and, statistically, they are more likely to be victims of
violence. So it was great to see the women’s conference so well-attended. So many people wanting
to break down the barriers stopping women entering the transport sector and helping plot the
future of our industry. Unfortunately, that did mean some delegates found it hard to get a seat! 
Angela O’Sullivan D1 WRc rep

ATTENDED the ETF
youth conference on
Monday 23 May. Livia

Spera gave a good opening
address about the effect that
covid, the war in Ukraine, and the
cost of living squeeze has had on
the work of the ETF. 

With things looking bleak, and
the ETF projecting it will lose 11
million members over the next 10

The ASLEF delegation in action at the ETF congress in Budapest

A

i

i
Future in the present tense

years, the message is clear – we
cannot allow employers to crush
the trade union movement 
across Europe.

Our 2022-2027 programme
sets out how we look to progress
in a post-covid world, tackling
unemployment among young
workers, and how best to allow
companies to introduce
automation and digitalisation into

the workplace without it being
detrimental to workers. We
elected two new co-chairs –
Celine Ruffie from CFDT Chemiots
in France and Robin Varzsak from
BTB-ABVV in Belgium – and the
committee is looking to
reintroduce youth summer
schools. We had a presentation on
how to best use social media to
promote our unions. As everyone
has a camera in their pocket, on
their mobile phone, why not
make the most of the digital

platforms available? If we film
something as it’s happening very
shortly after we can have videos
up on socials allowing members
to feel more involved and better
informed. Young workers are not
the future – we are the present!
We are often seen as the ones to
take over in the future. But why
not now? Why not embrace
youth, and the changes we can
bring, today?
Nik Fetherston D1 young
Members rep
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Lighting the Fire

O MOST, the left has a bit of an image
problem. Of old, the perceived image
consisted of activists attending

countless boring evening meetings during the
week and then selling socialist newspapers on
Saturday morning on the High Street. Of new,
it consists of middle-class university types who
become full-time political advisers and policy
wonks without ever having a proper job. Either
way, the feeling is that lefties are too far
removed from the interests – and lives – of the
ordinary working people they espouse to
advance and defend.

This ignores union reps, lay and full-time,
who have an intimate connection with those
they represent, having normally come up from
the shopfloor and being subject to election
and re-election. But for stereotypes to have
any traction, they have to have a kernel of
truth. And so it is with these two images. What
they both have at their core is a belief that
politics is pretty much a full-time business; an
intense, all-encompassing pursuit; and the
way into politics has few avenues other than
for those who are geeks and anoraks.

‘Breaking rocks in the hot sun | I fought the
law, and the law won’

Fortunately, this is not the full picture.
Politics, on the left, does not have to be about
reading all three volumes of Karl Marx’sDas
Kapital or understanding the theories of
uneven and combined development or the
military-industrial complex. I’m not pooh-
poohing the importance of reading and
getting to grips with challenging ideas but,
until we live in a socialist society where the
consciousness of the workers has been raised
and the workers have the time and energy to
zealously pursue such endeavours, we must
live with the reality. Most people come to left-
wing politics through life experiences and the

influence of others – not as a result of locking
themselves away in their bedrooms to read
The Communist Manifesto.

And this is where the likes of Joe Strummer
come into play. Best known for writing most of
the lyrics for The Clash, fronting the band, and
singing most of the songs, Strummer used his
music to convey radical and progressive ideas.
Indeed, he went further and called on people
not only to have such ideas but also do
something about them.

‘White riot, I wanna riot, |white riot, 
a riot of my own’

He understood that the mass of youth, at
the time, were not interested in the likes of
painting, poetry, or sculpture, and that film
and television mattered not very much more.
He understood that most are into music – and
its close association with clothes and style – so
that is a key battleground for the left to
contest if it wants to not just relate to, but also
win over, young (and other) people. His
perspective is as true today as it was back then
in the 1970s and 1980s.

Strummer believed that music should
neither be left to the meaningless platitudes
about love, loss, yearning, and broken hearts
nor espousals of crass individualism,
materialism, and hedonism. Because that
meant that the status quo – at that time,
Thatcherism – was not challenged but, directly
or indirectly, supported.

Instead, Strummer wrote lyrics about
unemployment and poor housing before

moving on to tackle such subjects as racism,
de-industrialisation, militarism, imperialism,
and, sometimes, capitalism itself. 

His lyrics were not just about reflecting and
representing the issues. So, while he reminded
people of certain home truths and empathised
with the poor and downtrodden, he went
further and discharged both barrels against
the rich and powerful, showing them up for
the pursuit of their own vested interests at the
expense of the many. 

Critically, he understood that the lyrics of a
song could not only, quickly and effectively,
convey big ideas but could do so with
powerful and heartfelt emotion – especially
when the music was also compelling. Two
classic songs from The Clash canon show how
he could encompass several issues and ideas
in a song.

In the haunting and melancholy Straight to
Hell fromCombat Rock (1982), he deals with
unemployment and de-industrialisation in the
West as well as the effects of American
imperialism in Vietnam – GIs leaving their
Vietnamese kids behind when they returned
home. So he begins: ‘As railhead towns feel the
steel mills rust |Water froze | In the generation |
Clear as winter ice | This is your paradise’ before
moving on to say: ‘Wanna join in a chorus of
the Amerasian blues? When it’s Christmas out
in Ho Chi Minh city | Kiddie say papa papa
papa papa papa-san take me home | See me
got photo, photo, photograph of you | And
mamma mamma mamma-san | … Lemme tell
ya ’bout your blood bamboo kid | It ain’t Coca-
Cola it's rice’.

‘It’s up to you, not to heed the call-up | I don’t
want to die ... I don’t want to kill’

Said by many to be the last great Clash
song, for This is England from Cut the Crap
(1985), he returns to de-industrialisation but
allies this with right-wing authoritarianism
when he attacks Thatcher and her war on
workers at home and abroad: ‘A voice spoke so
cold it matched the weapon in her palm’ …
‘Time on his hands freezing in those clothes |
He won’t go for the carrot | They beat him by
the pole’ … ‘South Atlantic wind blows | Ice
from a dying creed v I see no glory |When will
we be free’ … ‘We can chain you to the rail |
This is England |We can kill you in a jail’. The
refrain in the chorus centres around ‘This knife
of Sheffield steel’ to emphasise the loss of
industry with jobs that paid relatively well.

Such songs helped open the eyes of many
by lifting their gaze from their immediate
surroundings and experiences to broader
issues in the wider world, allowing people to
educate themselves in order to make the
necessary connections. Songs such as these
are a softer, easier, and more inviting way into
developing a critical and radical worldview
than reading a heavy and dusty tome.  

l The Punk Rock Politics of Joe Strummer:
Radicalism, Resistance and Rebellion by
Gregor Gall (Manchester University Press,
£16.99) was published on Tuesday 28 June

GREGOR GALL, an affiliate
research associate at the
University of Glasgow,
editor of the Scottish Left
Review, author of books
about industrial relations,

trade unions, Tommy Sheridan, and Bob
crow (and our man in the pork pie hat)
is a Sandinista! and very big fan of The
clash. He turns down the volume of
White Riot to give us a sneak peek at his
new study of the music and the politics
of Joe Strummer and The clash

London
calling

In the Strummertime, when the weather is
hot, you can stretch right up and touch the
sky – Mick Jones, Topper Headon, Joe
Strummer, and Paul Simonon in their
politically correct punk rock pomp raised the
musical roof – as does Gregor’s new book

T

‘

‘

‘
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On Track

Have you been sacked, or are in trouble at work, and cannot get hold of
your branch secretary, local representative or District Organiser in an
emergency? Call our industrial relations department on 020 7324 2400
(9am to 5pm Monday to Thursday or 9am to 4pm on Friday) or leave a
message on the answer service, or email info@aslef.org.uk with a subject
heading of ‘For the attention of the
industrial relations dept’.

ASLEF’s legal services

Changed your address? Please let us know! Just fill in this form or go online

Name.....................................................................................................................................................

Address.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................

Postcode ...................................................Telephone.....................................................................

Branch.........................................................................Membership No.........................................

Please return coupon to: ASLEF, 77 St John Street, Clerkenwell, London, EC1M 4NN

Solution to Prize Crossword 194
Across: 1 Salon 6 Garment 7 Remark 8 Minor 
9 Expenses 12 Asset 14 Dwarf 15 Tentacle 
18 Cello 19 Ballot 20 Haddock 21 Tense
Down: 1 Grandson 2 Ferret 3 Stripe 
4 Lemon 5 Norse 6 Gymnast 
10 Stallion 11 Suffolk 13 Scythe 
14 Decade 16 Exact 17 Talon

Congratulations to David Simmons of
Liverpool, who was last month’s
winner. The winner of this month’s Prize
Crossword will receive Marks & Spencer
vouchers to the value of £25.

Name......................................................................

Address..................................................................

..................................................................................

...................................................................................

...................................................................................

...................................................................................

Postcode................................................................

If you successfully complete this month’s Prize Crossword please send the solution by post to the
Editor, ASLEF Journal, 77 St John Street, Clerkenwell, London, EC1M 4NN (or take a photo on your
mobile phone of the grid and send the image to journal@aslef.org.uk) by Friday 15 July

Prize Crossword Across: 
1 Sung with 
closed lips
4 Amsterdam bulb 
7 Venomous spider
who eats her 
mate (5, 5) 
8 At full volume
9 Passenger ship 
11 To gather-in a
food crop 
13 A section 
of orange 
15 Grasscutter
17 Strong adhesive 
18 The greater 
part (4’1, 5) 
20 Pips 
21 A cure, solution

Down:
1 Bodily well-being
2 Dark-coloured beer 
3 Duke’s wife
4 Drying cloth 
5 Youth or boy 
6 Control and
authority 
7 Rabbit hole 
10 Syringe injector 
12 Tutor 
14 Score and number
15 Blokes 
16 Flowers protected
by thorns
17 Unpleasant and
forbidding, ghastly
19 Single unit

l You can see more of Tom Williams’s
crosswords, word games and puzzles at
wordgames.co.uk

Prize crossword 195 by Tom Williams
Know you not, 
says Love, who 
bore the blame?

ARK Oakley, Dean of Chapel
at St John’s College,
Cambridge, spoke recently

on Sunday Worship on Radio 4 about
the metaphysical poet and priest
George Herbert’s unusual religious
poem Love which never refers to ‘God’
but simply to ‘Love’.

‘My grandfather flew in the RAF in
World War II but never spoke about
his experiences except, one day,
mentioning Dresden and weeping. I
didn’t understand, as a young boy, but
I grew up and learned why. When, in
2015, I was asked to preach in the
reconstructed Frauenkirche in
Dresden, he was very much in my
mind. On the way to the train station
at the end of my visit the taxi driver
asked me why I was in Dresden and I
told him I had always wanted to come.
“Why?” he asked. I took a deep breath.
“Because my grandfather was the
navigator of a Lancaster bomber and,
on 14 February 1945, I know he flew
here as part of the bombing raid and
he could never talk to me about it.”
The man was quiet and then said, “Ah,
that was the night my mother was
killed.” He pulled the car over and
turned the engine off. He then turned
round to me, put out his arm and said,
‘And now we shake hands”.

‘The taxi driver did what Love does
in the poem, smiling, he took my
hand. That man, like me, knew the
facts. He knew the horrors of the
night, he had lived his loss, learned
about the thousands dead. But he
knew more. He had become wise. 

‘We rightly ask what it might mean
to be loyal to the past, but the more
urgent question is how can we be
loyal to the future? As Herbert knew,
when love stretches out a hand, new
life begins to take shape and a way
towards a fresh answer to that age old
question is opened up. It is the way 
of resurrection’.

Keith Richmond

M

George
Herbert:
‘Love 
bade me
welcome;
yet my soul
drew back, |
Guilty of
dust and sin’



There has never 
been a more 
important time 
to join a trade 
union.

When a group of workers 
act and speak together, their 

employer has to listen. That’s how 
unions make things better at work.

Nearly 5.5 million people are in a union. Many 
have been on the frontline during the pandemic, from our 
brilliant NHS workers to retail staff and care workers. 

Unions protect jobs, stop people being treated unfairly 
and make workplaces safer. During the pandemic that’s 
been more important than ever.

ndyourunion.tuc.org.uk

“My trade union stands 
between me and an 
uncertain future.”
Key worker, Liverpool 
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